Travnik – Jajce
In the morning, at 08:30 hrs., We depart to the Travnik. Upon arrival we will make Travnik
city tour. The Lasva Valley was a main trading route from Dalmatia, Serbia and beyond.
Travnik, heralded as the European Istanbul, soon became known for its magnificent oriental
architecture and bustling trade centers. Of all the ethnically mixed communities in Bosnia,
this region in particular enjoyed a harmonious balance of Catholic and Muslim inhabitants
(with a much smaller Orthodox community). The Catholics feel strongly rooted and view
themselves as the only continual line of defenders of the ancient Christian Bosnian state. The
Central Bosnian Franciscans are the heart and soul of this sentiment and, unlike many of their
Franciscan counterparts in western Herzegovina, remain loyal to the preservation of Bosnia
and Herzegovina's sovereignty. It is impossible to find a central Bosnian town or community
that hasn't intimately meshed with the other. Exploring central Bosnia's ancient fortresses,
monasteries, mosques and highland villages is a journey into the very heart of the original
Bosnian state and its long line of Slavic ancestors who have inhabited these lands since the
7th century.

Travnik is situated in the valley of the Lasva River and bordered by Vlasic Mountain to the
north and Mount Vilenica to the south. The early Slav settlers gave little evidence of their
presence until 500 years after their arrival to the area around Travnik. The valley reappeared
in 1244, in terms of primary historical records, when the Hungarian King Bela IV gave one of
his notables a piece of land in Lasva. By that time, the area was a feudal estate of the Bosnian
state.
Although remains from these centuries do not show the wealth the valley had known in
Roman times, the era did have its share of castles and mansions. The Travnik Fortress was the
most impressive fortress at the time, and still stands out as the best preserved of them all.
After Travnik City tour, We will have optional lunch in Travnik. This place characterizes so
called Blue Water, and unique art of coffee cooking.

Further, we continue to Jajce
Jajce has had more than its fair share of battles. The town changed hands several times before
the independent Bosnian state was finally conquered when the Jajce fortress was the last one
to fall to the Ottoman invaders in 1528. It seemed fitting after so many civilizations had
settled and fought over this place that in 1943 the AVNOJ was signed and sealed here in one
of the most historical moments of Bosnia's and Yugoslavia's history. The second session of
the Anti-Fascist Council of the National Liberation of Yugoslavia on November 29 ratified

that Bosnia and Herzegovina, as an equal federal unit, would enter the Democratic Federal
Yugoslavia. These resolutions outlined the future democratic and federal organization of the
region. The outskirts of town are blessed with an abundance of water, which is probably what
made it so attractive and practical as a settlement in earlier times Jajce waterfall is under
UNESCO protection.
After Visit we return to Sarajevo.

Included:



Transportation from itinerary with full touristic COACH or VAN
All sightseeing from the Itinerary with the Guide

Not included:






Any personal costs
Lunch at the restaurant „PLAVA VODA“ – Travnik ( + 10 € per person )
Entrance fee's ( if needed )
Any drinks during the meals
Tips

